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Abstract. Natural language processing as a domain of artificial intelligence has
gotten a lot of interest in recent years, thanks to the fast growth of the Internet
sector, and sentiment analysis has become one of the hottest study fields in natural
language processing. Based on the study findings, this article analyzes sentiment
analysis of Chongqing and Chengdu hotpot reviews using a Keras-based long and
short-term memory neural network model, and offers ideas for merchants as well
as a means for potential customers to rapidly comprehend merchant information.
The model obtains a 79 percent accuracy on the test set, according to the results.
Taste, service attitude, environmental hygiene, and pot base were judged to be
deficient in both cities, notably in Chongqing, where tripe, duck intestine, and
crispy pork were the key causes for unfavorable ratings; in Chengdu, portion size
and hygiene were the main complaint areas.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet industry, natural language processing as a
subfield of artificial intelligence has received much attention in recent years, and senti-
ment analysis has become one of the hottest research areas in natural language processing
(NLP) [1]. In recent years, users have created a large amount of valuable information
while accessing information on the Internet [2]. And these subjective texts often have
potential value and are important for consumers’ choices and business organisations’
decisions [3]. Scholars at home and abroad have applied different sentiment analysis
methods to study the sentiment tendencies of text reviews in different fields. Zhang
Brawn analysed online reviews of VWDianping andMeituan Takeaway based on meth-
ods such as sentiment dictionary [4]. Ahmad et al. used SVM to analyse self-driving car
and Apple product review datasets respectively [5]. Wang Shengying analysed reviews
of Meituan takeaway Pizza Hut and other shops in different cities based on Baidu AI
(combining sentiment dictionary andmachine learning) and re-studied the results to pro-
vide suggestions to users and merchants [3]. In order to make building neural networks
more modular and easier to debug and extend, Longwen Liu et al. built: a Keras-bert
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model and an RNN (LSTM) network based on the Keras framework, respectively, to
achieve sentiment analysis of user review information on Taobao [6, 7].

Nowadays, there is relatively little research on text sentiment analysis in food and
beverage, resulting in a lack of analysis of different types of single cuisines on Meituan;
most of it is still research on the effect of sentiment analysis models or text mining tech-
niques. Therefore, this paper proposes an LSTM model based on the Keras framework
to classify the sentiment of Chengdu and Chongqing hotpot review sets and compare
the results in an in-depth study to provide suggestions for merchants; and to improve the
efficiency of consumers’ understanding of merchants.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing for Comments

2.1.1 Data Design and Acquisition

TheOctopus collector was used to collect all of theMeituan.com review training datasets
in this study, with shop detail information (shop name, link address, rating, and total
number of reviews) collected first, followed by stratified sampling by Meituan.com
shop rating: five shops each with 3.5–4, 4–4.5, and 4.5–5 scores. After de duplication,
reviews were collected from fifteen hotpot shops in Chongqing and Chengdu, for a total
of 30 stores. Each shop averaged 350 articles, for a total of 11,556 pieces of reviews. I
structured each layer of the research to have one hotpot shop of the same brand scattered
in a different region for the following stage [8, 9].

2.1.2 Data Pre-processing

Using the Pytorch-based Bert model [10] for sentiment propensity annotation, it was
expected that the annotation of a total of 11,556 comment data would take about 40–60
min. In this study, the maximum vector dimension of words is 250, and if the input
sequence is insufficient for 250, it is filled with zeros using Keras’ pad sequences func-
tion. The training set’s preparation is then complete based on this. A remark is translated
into a series of numerous integer values that are used as a tensor for the next input model
training phase since each word in the training corpus text corresponds to a unique index.

2.2 LSTM Model Construction Based on Keras Framework

2.2.1 Keras Framework

Keras is a Python-based high-level neural network application programming interface
for defining and training practically any form of deep learning model [11]. Keras is the
key to good research [12], with its development focus on efficiently translating users’
ideas into experimental results. It has four characteristics that make it popular [13].
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Fig. 1: Cell structure of the LSTM

2.2.2 Creating a Long-Term and Short-Term Memory Neural Network Model

Hochreiter & Schmidhuber suggested the long short-termmemory (LSTM) as a particu-
lar form of RNN in 1997 to overcome the gradient disappearance and gradient explosion
difficulties during long sequence training [14]. To put it another way, LSTMs outperform
standard RNNs on longer sequences since they are gated to regulate the discarding or
addition of information to accomplish forgetting or memory [15]. This gating mecha-
nism lets it to choose whether to replace, update, or forget the information held in each
neuron with a unit state, preserving long-term interdependence.

The unit state (long-termmemory) lies at the heart of the LSTM’s algorithmic frame-
work [16]. The forgetting gate, the input gate, and the output gate are the three gates
of the neuron that update the unit state. Through the calculation of the hidden state ht

(short-term memory) and the ht−1 transmitted down from the previous state with the
current input xt REF_Ref106219101\r\h [17], the LSTM regulates selective memory.
The LSTM’s unit structure is seen in Fig. 1.

The Keras-based Sequential model [18] was created in two parts: (1) feature extrac-
tion and vectorisation from comment sentences, and (2) classification model using
LSTM. In the data pre-processing section, the feature extraction and vectorization pro-
cedure was finished. The dimensionality diagram of each layer is depicted in Fig. 2 in
the LSTM classification model in this work. The first of these layers is the embedding
layer [19], which is used to transform the word embeddings generated by the previous
text preprocessing step into a sequence vector matrix; the second layer is composed
of 100 LSTM units to extract and learn features from the input text; the third layer is
the dropout layer to prevent overfitting during training; and the last layer is the fully
connected layer Dense to map the feature representation to the sample token space to
achieve the function of triple classification.

Table 1 shows the parameters of the LSTM model used in this paper: Select the
Adam optimiser and use the loss function:categorical crossentropy.
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Fig. 2: Neural network layer diagram

Table 1: LSTM model parameter settings

Insert Embedding n_units batch_size epochs output_dim Dropout

250 100 32 9 20 0.5

Fig. 3: Sentence length and frequency of occurrence
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Fig. 4: Cumulative distribution function of sentence length

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Sentence Length Frequency Statistics, Cumulative Distribution Chart

The whole comment data set’s sentence lengths are primarily in the range of 40–50
characters, with no more than 1500 comments in the range of 100–150 characters and
nomore than 500 comments in the range of more than 150 characters, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4: The quantile is drawn at the 105th character with a probability value of 0.91
in the CDF probability distribution. This picture shows that 91 percent of the remarks
in the sentence have a likelihood of being less than 105, 9% have a probability of being
greater than 105, and 1% have a probability of being greater than 250. According to this
probability distribution, practically all of the samples are distributed in the interval up
to sentence length 105, and the analysis makes it easier to choose input shape to unify
the input sequence size.

3.2 Comparison of Emotional Tendencies in Chengdu and Chongqing

As shown in Fig. 5, therewere 5744Chongqing hot pot reviews analyzed,with 2902 good
ratings, 704 negative reviews, and 2138 neutral opinions. There were 5807 Chengdu hot
pot reviews processed, including 2921 good ratings, 732 bad reviews, and 2154 neutral
opinions.

3.3 Comparison of Negative Reasons Between Chongqing and Chengdu

3.3.1 Comparison of Reviews of Shops of the Same Brand in Different Areas
of the Same City

Because shops with a rating of 4–4.5 are more common in Chengdu and Chongqing, this
study compares and analyzes the negative word cloud map of the same brand of hotpot
category by selecting shops with a rating of 4–4.5 in both cities.
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Fig. 5: Distribution of emotional dispositions

Fig. 6. Chengdu Yuerji poorly reviewed word cloud. Yingchunqiao Branch(left), Xiangyang
Street Main Branch(right).

Fig. 7. Chongqing Huoyanyan Old Hot Pot poorly rated word cloud. Crystal Li City Branch(left),
Tongliang Branch(right)
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Fig. 8. ChengduChuanjiangdabazi Hot Pot Buffet ShuangHuaQiaoMain Store(left), Chongqing
Jiangcheng Seafood Hotpot Buffet(right) Negative word cloud.

The keywords “portion size,” “service,” and “taste” are more prominent, as shown
in Fig. 6. Customers have usually given the Yingchunqiao restaurant (left) bad eval-
uations due to the taste of the hotpot items, the portion size, and the service attitude,
as seen by these keywords. The main Xiangyang Street restaurant (right) has the same
prominent typeface as theYingchunqiao restaurant, and the term“environment” is promi-
nent as well. Customers of the Xiangyang Street restaurant frequently submit negative
evaluations owing to the restaurant’s dining environment, as evidenced by this.

The concerns of “coupons,” “dish taste,” “service,” and “not fresh” are the primary
reasons why users of the crystal Licheng store (left) leave negative remarks, as shown in
Fig. 7. The usage of coupons without invoicing and the consumption of meals without
taking advantage of concessions have gotten a lot of attention. Consumers of Tongliang
shop (right) also mentioned concerns with duck sausage, chicken feet, ham sausage, and
soup, in addition to the conspicuous typeface like crystal Licheng store (left).

The stratified sample and analysis method described above can be utilised in the
hotel and home accommodation industries, where businesses can use the results to make
targeted modifications to improve the service industry’s overall brand image.

3.3.2 Analysis of the Reasons for Shops with a Negative Emotional Disposition

As shown in Fig. 8, the main reasons for negative sentiment in the Chengdu restaurant
(left) are “dishes,” “waiters,” and “bottom of the pot,” while some users give low ratings
to “service attitude” and “taste,” and the words that stand out in the Chongqing restaurant
(right) are “dishes,” “taste,” “difficult to eat,” and “fresh,” with secondary reasons being
“hygiene,” “bottom of the pot,” and “seafood”.

The restaurant business holds a significant market share, and the introduction of
more and more online stores is reducing the income of some of the more conventional
stores. The so-called keeping up with the times, which entails locating and listening to
the disgruntled voices of today’s consumers, and then developing answers to specific
problems. Negative sentiment accounts for 1/3 of the overall sentiment value at two
shops in Chengdu (Fig. 8 (left)) and Chongqing (Fig. 8 (right)). (i.e. the shop has a
negative sentiment bias).

In short, the majority of the reasons for poor hot pot reviews in Chongqing and
Chengdu point to “quality of food” and “service attitude,” but due to differences in
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the two cities, Chengdu users are more concerned with environmental hygiene, while
Chongqing users are more concerned with group purchase vouchers.

Because of the differences in flavors, ingredients, eating methods, practices, and the
subdivision of different kinds of emotions created in each location, different cities have
the same subjective emotions for the same type of food. Similarly, different franchises
under the same brand will still differ in the emotions expressed by consumers, not only
in the catering industry, but also in the hospitality industry, e-commerce sector, even
if the signage is the same, but their consumer user expressed emotional tendencies are
also affected by many factors, such as geographical, epidemic, or even environmental,
weather, and so on, even if the signage is the same.

As a result, text sentiment analysis must be used to precisely detect the linkages
and differences between them, as well as to devise ways to improve user happiness and
hence raise income for the state.

3.4 Emotional Classification

In this work, the training model predicts the sentiment of a total of 4000 review texts
from Chengdu and Chongqing by inputting statements, and then classifies the positive
and poor reviews with an accuracy of up to 79 percent on the test set. In the future, this
service might be evolved into a prediction and classification system, with merchants
simply uploading a CSV file with review text to receive a file with sentiment annotations
and classifying good and negative reviews based on this.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we employ an LSTM model built on the Keras framework to identify text
sentiment for reviews of two types of hotpot in Chengdu and Chongqing, and our trained
model achieves a test set accuracy of up to 79 percent. Both parallels and differences
emerged froma comparison of thewhole investigation of the causes of negative sentiment
in the two locations. The quality and quantity of the food, as well as the service attitude,
are comparable; the distinctions are that Chengdu customers are more concerned with
environmental hygiene, while Chongqing users are more concerned with group buy
coupons.

The findings of this study will not only provide advice to merchants on how to
improve user satisfaction and the overall brand image of the shop, but will also help
potential customers quickly understand the shop’s characteristics after an in-depth study
of the results of a stratified sampling of shops with a rating of 4–4.5 and shops with a
negative sentiment rating of 3.5.

(1) In light of the preceding results, the following suggestions can be made.
(2) Ensure that the contents in the meals are fresh, and that the quality and the size of

the ingredients are accurately controlled.
(3) The restaurant’s surroundings should be monitored on a regular basis, especially

during epidemics, when restaurant decontamination is more necessary.
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(4) Businesses may use market research to enhance the Hot pot bottom to solve the
issue of pot bases.

(5) Improve waiter training and create a system of incentives and penalties for waiters.
(6) Make it easier for consumers to use online coupons by improving the regulations.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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